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Some habit and texture features of the finest and uncrushed grams m the lunar dust samples 10084 and 12070,
were studied with the 1 MeV electron microscope of the Instltut d'Optlque Electromque du C.N.R S., Toulouse,
France These features were then compared with those observed m broken fragments extracted either from luna.r
rocks 10047 and 12063 or from different types of meteontes (Orguetl, Pesyanoe, Shergotty) The lmest fractl<MI Iii{
the Apollo 11 lunar sotl samples 1s constituted of about 80% of well ordered but rounded crystals which are .fre
quently overlaid by a thm skm of amorphous matenal. In the Apollo 12 sotl the grams are coarser, the fract1JC11J1.of
crystalline matenal is higher (1\.90%) and the proportion of crystals showing an amorphous skm is smaller, bnit both
lunar sotl samples are very different from meteontlc or lunar rock matter. Some 1mphcat1ons of the present results
concemmg the fabnc of the finest fraction of the lunar regohth, the ancient solar wmd and meteontlc .research are
bnefly outlined.

1. Introduction
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processes probably not related to the madlatlon
htstory of the lunar soil.
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In the present work we studied some habit and
texture features of the Apollo 11 and 12 uncrushed
dust grams by high voltage electron rrucroscopy, with
the hope of fmdmg some charactensttc signature of
the dynamic processes actmg m the lunar regolith and
evtdence for the exposure of the grams m different
types of solar radiations.
We saved a tremendous amount of machme time
by not studymg m detail exsolutton larnellae and not
mdexmg our great number ('V300) of electron dif
fraction patterns. This decision was made because we
were usmg the diffraction patterns almost exclusively as
"scalmg" devices to estimate the relative abundances
of amorphous matenal and well crystallized and high
ly disordered crystallme grams m the finest fract10n
of both lunar sml samples, and because the study of
exsolut10n lamellae only gives a crude classificat10n of
pyroxene grams m groups of related cooling histones.
We then compared the lunar soil results to those
obtamed from the study of small crushed crystals
extracted from vanous types of meteontes and from
the surfaces of lunar rocks 10047, 12063. Such com
pansons were made in order to get both a better
understanding of the fabnc of the finest lunar sml
grams and some clues concerning the history of
meteonbc matter considered either as primitive
(Orgueil) or extremely ennched m solar type rare gas
(Pesyanoe).

substrate contammg microscopic holes (Fukami
Adachi type substrate). As they were coarser and
opaque to the beam the crystals extracted from lunar
or meteonttc rocks were crushed before bemg also
"dry" deposited.
The samples were examined with the 1 MeV elec
tron microscope of the Institut d'Optique Electro
mque du C.N.R.S., Toulouse. Generally dark field
and bnght field observations and electron diffraction
patterns were made as soon as possible after the intro
duction of the gram m the rrucroscope, with a beam
mtensity smaller than 0.2 µA. But we ex ammed occa
sionally the mfluences of both the beam mtensity (up
to 2 µA) and the duration of the observat10n (up to
2 hr) on the appearance and stability of some of the
most stnkmg habit and texture features of the grams
2 2. Experimental results
Our habit and texture studies are summanzed m
figs 1-6 of this paper where we show the high volt
age electron micrographs and electron diffraction
patterns of the Apollo 11 and 12 uncrushed lunar soil
grams (figs 1-3) and those of broken fragments ex
tracted from the followmg meteontes Pesyarr6e
(fig. 4), Shergotty (fig. 5), and Orgueil (fig. 6). In
addition, several high voltage electron micrographs of
mdividual grams from the Apollo 11 and 12 soils can
be exammed m figs. 1-5 of another paper [ 12] for a
more detailed companson of lunar and meteontic
matter, m that paper the Apollo 12 grains were
crushed. We analyzed about 100 individual grains for
each lunar sotl sample, 'V50 grams for each lunar rock
but only 'V10 grams for each meteontic sample
Therefore the conclusions concermng meteontic mat
ter have to be considered as very prehmmary.

2 Experimental Methods and Results
2.1. Experimental methods
Lunar fines from the Apollo 11 and 12 miss10ns samples 10084 and 12070 - and small surface chips
from lunar rocks 10047 and 12063 were provtded by
NASA. Small fragments from the type I carbonaceous
chondnte Orgueil, from the solar type gas-nch
Pesyanoe enstatite achondnte and from the Shergotty
eucnte were obtamed from B. Mason (U.S. Nat10nal
Museum, Washington DC.).
The preparat10n techniques apphed to the samples
differ from those descnbed m a prev10us paper [ 12)
concernmg the nuclear particle track content of the
same lunar soil grams The finest fract10ns of the
lunar sml samples were still separated by usmg a
400 Mesh sieve but they were duectly "dry" depos
ited with a platmum loop on a new parlmdion-carbon

2.2.1. Lunar fine samples 10084 and 12070
In the Apollo 11 dust, the crystallme component
represents approxtmattvely 80% of the matenal and
has the following stnkmg charactenstics.
{ l ) The grain habits are generally very homoge
neously rounded {dark grams m fig. 1),
(2) In dark field observat10n an lmportant fraction
of the grams ('V50%) appear to be surrounded with a
superficial layer of about 1000 A m thickness. We
venfied that these layers, also observed m the Apol
lo 12 grains, were made of amorphous matenal by
movtng the selection diaphragm over the grains and
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Fig. 2. Dark field micrographs of a crystallUle gram from the Apollo 12 sod (sample
12070). This gram contains a very lugh denSJty of nuclear particle tracks and IS surround
ed by a superficial sktn of amorphous matenal, as indicated by the corresponding elec
tron dtffractton patterns. Mtcrographs A and B correspond to 2 very different sets of
observation conditions. m A the picture was taken with a beam mtens1ty smaller than
0.1 µ.A, 20 seconds after the mtroductton of the gram in the beam, B represents the same
gram after a contmuous exposure of 30 nunutes tn a beam mtenSJty of 0.5 µ.A.

Fig 1. Bnght field micrograph of the finest fraction from the Apollo 11 sod (sample
1,0084). The crystalline grams appearing as the dark phases U1 thls picture are homoge
neously rounded.

4

Fig. 3. Dark field micrograph of an amorphous gram of the Apollo

11 lunar sotl. This

gram was examined with a contrast screen and is beautlfully rounded.

Fig. 4. Bnght field micrograph of a crystallme gram extracted from a dark part of the
gas-nch Pesyanoe meteorite.

Fig 5 Dark field micrograph of a crystalline gram from the shocked S hergotty meteor
ite. Abundant texture features are vmble

m

almost each mdiVIdual gram
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0,5µ

Fig. 6 Bnght field micrograph of the fine gramed matter extracted from Orguetl by a gentle crushmg In the lower part
of this picture magmfied views of the dark and bnght field observations of spherule a have been reported m b and

a

'

with the correspondmg electron diffraction pattern m c. This pattern md1cates that the spherule 1s probably a cucular
magnetite platelet. No latent track can be observed m the good dark field micrograph
growth pattern for the platelet
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c

which shows a complicated

contammatlon or a rad1at10n damage layer* (the lack
of any combined effect of /b and T is illustrated m
fig. 2 where we show two m1crographs A and B of the
same gram taken with the followmg values for /b and
T. fig. 2A / b :So I µA, T'V20 seconds, fig. 2B.
/ b 0.5 µA, T
30 minutes, (3) its thickness or ap
pearance showed no d1scontmmty when the observed
grams suddenly stopped bemg supported by the
Fukam1-Adachi substrate, this fact excludes any com
plicated shadowing effect for the skm ongm, due for
example to the depos1t10n of gram matter on the
substrate
Some additional observat10ns relevant to the ongm
of the skm were made
(I) The skm was still observed unchanged after an
annealing of I hour, at 800°C m au followed by a
very rapid transfer of the grams m the microscope
column, this observation seems to rule out the skm as
a reaction layer produced by an atmosphenc com
ponent with the grams, and md1cates that the skm
matter 1s not made of pure glass because after this
annealing expenment we have not found any spherule
or glass lamella m the 400 Mesh residue,
(2) It disappeared completely after I mmute of
etching m a mixture of acids (2 parts HF 40%, I part
S04H2 80%, 4 parts water) at 25°C, such etching
cond1t10ns generally remove layers of about several
I000 A m thickness m silicate matenal and this ex
penment shows that the skm 1s superficially located
m the grams

observmg that the electrons were no more diffracted
when the selected d1ffractmg area (of about l 000 A
m diameter) was chosen in the dark superficial hmng.
Such an amorphous skm and the correspondmg elec
tron d1ffract10n patterns are shown m fig. 2, for an
Apollo 12 gram, which was simultaneously studied
for other purposes descnbed m paragraph (3),
(3) The diffraction patterns when taken below the
amorphous skm, show a good ordenng of the gram
lattices; thus the proportion of highly disordered
crystalline matenal is remarkably small m tlus sample,
(4) A very high proportion of the crystallme grams
('V90%) contam very high densities of nuclear particle
tracks perhaps produced - as suggested m another
paper [ 12] - by a flux of cosmic nuclear particles
with energies mtermediate between those of the solar
wmd nuclei and those of the solar flare cosmic rays
It should be pointed out that the highest track densi
ties (2: 101 1 tracks/cm 2) were always observed m
grams showing an amorphous skm
The non crystalline component representing the
remammg 20% fraction m sample 10084 is totally
amorphous and consists of very thin lamellae which
are either ver" �n�lar (light gram m fig. 1) or very
..�1y rounded like the crystalline grams
homoPP

=
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Some of the charactenstlcs of the finest fract10n
of the Apollo 12 soil were different from those of the
Apollo 11 soil In the Apollo 12 dust sample the
proportion of crystalline matenal was higher ('V90%)
and that of crystalline grams showmg an amorphous
skm was smaller ('V20%). Furthermore the grams
were coarser and for unknown reasons, the nuclear
particle track d1stnbut1ons were more contrasted and
easier to observe m the Apollo 12 matenal
In the d1scuss10n we shall explam how the amorph
ous skm could be used as a tracer to study the past
actlVlty of the Sun. But for such a purpose it is neces
sary for this skm to be formed on the Moon and not
m the microscope as a result of the mteract10n be
tween the electron beam and the grams A beam on
gm for the skm is ruled out by the following evi
dences, (1) the skm was never observed on crushed
fragments extracted from lunar or meteontlc rocks,
(2) its thickness and appearance did not vary when
the beam mtens1ty, /b, was mcreased by a factor of
10 or when the duration of observation, T, was ex
tended up to 2 hours, therefore the skm cannot be a

=

2 2 2 Lunar and meteontlc rocks
Texture features such as exsolut10n lamellae, stna
tlons, m1crocrackmgs were much more frequent m
crystals extracted from the surface of lunar rocks
I0047 and 12063, but no amorphous edge with high
track densities below was observed
The grams const1tutmg the dark parts of solar type
gas-nch meteontes are considered by several mvestlga* The degradation of insulator grams

( 13] and the very
[ 14] m �1hc.ite

quick

fadmg of latent nuclear particle t r.Kk5
minerals occur f requently at

100

keV and these effects are

generally attnbuted to the 10mzatlon produced by the eleL
trons m the samples That they are not observed at

I MeV

1s not surpnsmg m view of the marked decrease m the

1omzat10n energy losses of the electrons and the much

q

lower beam mtenstty re uued to make s1m1lar observations
with the
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I MeV microscope

regohth 1s very different from those formmg the
grams extracted from a pnrrut1ve meteorite (Orgue1l),
a solar type gas-rich meteorite (Pesyanoe) or a
shocked meteorite (Shergotty) because this fraction,
contrary to meteontlc matter, seems to consist of 2
distmct components which are a totally amorphous
fract10n and a component of rounded crystallme
grams showmg no tendency for a gradual amorph1za
t1on These grams are frequently homogeneously
rounded and covered by a thin skm of amorphous
matter and loaded with very high densities of nuclear
particle tracks
Furthermore m the smallest grams of the lunar soil
the exsolutlon lamellae and other stnat10n and micro
crackmg features were apparently less frequent than
those observed by us and other mvestlgators [6-11]
m coarser lunar rock crystals, m particular m those
examined with a 800 keV electron microscope, after
an ion bombardment thinnmg of the crystals [6]
This observat10n could be added to other eVIdence such as the 3- to 100-fold ennchment of the lunar soil
m Ir, Au, Zn, Cd, Ag, Br, B1 and Tl relative to type A,
B rocks reported by Keays et al [21) - to argue that
an important fraction of the lunar sml did not ongi
nate from the rocks 1mbedded m it presently
The finest grams of the lunar regohth were proba
bly produced by an eros10n mechamsm releasmg mat
ter from rocks by a flakmg off process perhaps tng
gered by m1crometeonte impacts as suggested by
Gault [22). Such a process can m principle produce
an amorphous fract10n but also well crystallized and
highly disordered crystalline matenals Then the
astomshmgly small proportion of highly disordered
crystals observed m the present work should help to
fix some of the mput parameters (such as the charac
tenstics of the ancient rmcrometeonte fluxes) m
Gault's theory.
Immediately after theu release m the lunar soil the
grams probably had angular habits limited by cleavage
or fracture surfaces. Then they should have been
processed by a second eros10n mechamsm havmg the
stnkmg capabtl1hes of homogeneously rounding the
gram habits and covenng thelf external surface with a
skm of amorphous matenal without mtroducmg any
measurable amount of lattice disorder below the skm.
It 1s difficult to admit that these erosion features
observed m grams of about 1 micron m size are due
to m1crometeonte lillpacts, or to m1crocrackmg m-

tors to have been mchv1dually madiated m the an
cient solar wmd [15) and solar flare cosmic rays
[16,17) . In grams extracted from a dark part of a
typical member of this class of meteontes (Pesyanoe)
we observed no amorphous fraction and no gradual
d1sordermg of the crystals. The angular habits (fig. 4)
were similar to those of fragments obtamed from the
crushing of large smgle crystals No amorphous edge
with nuclear particle tracks below was 1dentified m
the crystallme grams.
Shergotty is generally considered as a good exam
ple of a shocked meteonte [18) We observed that
the material extracted from this meteorite was ex
tremely different from the lunar soil grams and the
Pesyanoe matenal. An important fraction ('V50%) of
the grams was amorphous and a gradual d1sordenng
of the crystalline component was observed, however
no amorphous edge or track was present m the grams.
Furthermore abundant texture features, rarely found
m the lunar fme and Pesyanoe matenals were ob
served m almost each md1V1dual gram chosen at
random (fig. 5)
The Orguetl meteorite 1s often descnbed as a very
pnm1tive ob1ect [19) The matenal extracted by
gentle crushing from this meteorite (fig 6) was
markedly different from the Apollo 11 and 12 dust
grams as well as from the Pesyanoe and Shergotty
matter (a) the proportion of amorphous matenal was
even more important ('V90%) than m Shergotty.
However the abundant texture features observed m
the Shergotty grams were almost absent m the
Orgue1l matenal, (b) the habits of the amorphous
fraction were frequently s1m1lar to those of "fibrous"
matenal, (c) no crystallme gram with an amorphous
edge and latent tracks below was found m Orgue1l,
(d) small crystallme spherules were frequently ob
served The mdexatlon of the electron d1ffract10n
pattern of the spherule shown m fig. 6 mchcated a
cubic lattice sumlar to that of magnetite Therefore
these spherules are probably Clfcular magnetite plate
lets of a type already discovered by Jedwab with an
optical microscope [20). No spherule with diameter
smaller than 3000 A was observed.
3 Discussion of the results
3

1 Fabric of the lunar soil grams

The fabnc of the finest fraction of the lunar
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3 3. Meteontzc research
The first solar type gas-nch meteonte grams we
exammed looked very different from the lunar soil
grams both m the size distnbution of the grams,
whtch were much coarser, and by the absence of an
amorphous fract10n Also there was no rounded edge
showmg a superficial amorphous skm with htgh densi
ties of tracks below. These differences have already
been emphasized by our high voltage electron mtcro
scope nuclear particle track studies [12] and by other
evtdence summanzed elsewhere (24]. They show that
the mdivtdual mineral grams m the dark part of a
typical solar type gas-nch meteonte have not been
processed by mechamsms stm1lar m nature or m m
tensity to those responsible for the urad1at10n and
format10n of the finest grams of the lunar regohth,
except if the compaction process anneals the tracks
and the amorphous skm without mtroducmg any
measurable amount of disorder m the lattice of the
grams
These conclusions are also vahd for Orguetl How
ever 1t could be argued that thts meteonte contams
crystals which have been highly disordered by some
kmd of radiation damage. Therefore before excluding
an ancient uradtat10n for the constituent grams of
Orguetl, a thermal annealmg expenment of a type
proposed by Seitz et al. (25] should be conducted to
venfy 1f the proportion of htghly disordered crystals
has clearly decreased after the annealmg, thus mdt
catmg that rad1at10n damage remnants are still
trapped m Orgueil, even 1f no amorphous edge with
tracks below has been preserved m the mmeral grams
of this meteonte
As already potnted out the results and conclusions
concermng meteont1c matter are prehmmary because
we exammed only a small number of grams ('VI 0) m
very few meteontes. A more extended version of our
work, mcludmg results obtamed from a 2 MeV elec
tron microscope survey of different types of pnm1t1ve
meteontes (Orgue1l, Murray, Renazzo, B1urbole),
other gas-nch meteontes (Pesyanoe, Khor-Tem1k1,
Jodz1e, Kapoyeta) and the fission xenon nch Angra
dos Reis eucnte, ts m preparation

duced by thermal shocks produced dunng the lunar
thermal cycle A more ltkely process 1s perhaps the
1mplantat10n of solar wmd ions m small grams which
are rolling over the Moon surface dunng theu bom
bardment. That such an implantation 1s really oc
curnng 1s clearly shown by the rare gas data of
Eberhardt et al (23]. Then the amorphous skm ob
served m the grams could be due to the radiation
damage accompanymg the ancient solar wmd 1m
plantat10n. Thts conclusion 1s also compatible with
the skm thickness ('VI 000 A) whtch corresponds to
the expected range of solar wmd 10ns m s1hcate mate
nal
3.2. Anczent solar wmd
If further studies* confirm the solar wmd ongm of
the amorphous skm then some mterestmg results
concernmg the charactenst1cs of the solar wmd m the
past could be obtamed for the followmg reasons.
{I) In a given mmeral the thickness of the skm will
represent a dynamic balance between the loss and the
format10n of amorphous matenal but will be a func
tion of the range and therefore of the energy of the
solar wmd particles Thus 1t should be possible to
look for eventual marked vanations m the average
energy of the solar wmd nuclei m the past by mea
sunng m a given mmeral species (such as cnstobahte
which can be eastly 1dent1fied by its electron diffrac
tion pattern) the thickness of the amorphous skm as a
function of depth m a core tube,
(2) for a given set of exposure conditions of the
dust grams on the Moon surface, any change m the
solar wmd mtens1ty m the past would result m a
vanat10n with depth 1ns1de a core tube of the propor
tion of grains showmg a skm effect,
(3) for a given mmeral gram the cnt1cal value of
the solar wmd flux above whtch the amorphous skm
1s produced can be determmed by artificially mad1atmg lunar matenal with solar wmd type ions. This
value will give an mterestmg lower hm1t of the mte
grated flux of solar wmd nuclei whtch bombarded the
lunar soil grams.
* Crushed grams from the central part of several lunar rocks
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